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On the cover of this year’s Cauldron is Kelsey Hahn’s haunting photograph of the

interior of a poppy. The stamen at the center of the flower produces a lush dreamscape,

both alluring and frightening. The poppy has long emblemized the intersection between

fantasy and reality, dreaming and waking. In L. Frank Baum’s The Wonderful Wizard of

Oz, a field of poppies invites Dorothy to slip into a dream world, while Samuel Taylor

Coleridge’s “Kubla Khan: A Vision in a Dream, a Fragment,” written in an opium-induced

reverie, explores the “caverns measureless to man” into which our imagination may take

us. The poppy speaks the imagination, both summoning us in and denying us comfort.

We are on the brink of knowledge, straddling the reality we write and the dreams we

imagine.

This year’s Cauldron opens with “Let’s Meet Somewhere Between Elsa and

Kalamazoo” in which Stephanie Segura creates a surrealistic Somewhere “on the edge of

nightmares and sweet dreams,” at the frontier of the writer’s mind and the reader’s

journey. As we strive to make sense of our experiences, we must continually re-enter the

vortex of the poppy, the dream world of fantasy and horror. There we struggle with clarity

and confusion, hope and despair. 

Wrestle with desire and fear in the first section of The Cauldron. Marni Newell’s

short story “Better People” gives voice to a young girl curiously watching her Amish

neighbors and striving to understand them. We identify with Newell’s protagonist; we,

too, fear the unknown, yet in our daydreams yearn for contact.  In Meghan Wilson’s

poem “Jim Crow,” a young woman bravely confronts a dark cultural past.  Although the

speaker “once tried to hang, / the mulatto beauty / dreaming in [her] mind,” she now

embraces her heritage after she “finally cut the noose / and jitterbugged down the

runway.”

Explore the space between clarity and confusion.  Join the authors in asking not

only “Who am I?” but also “Where do I belong?” Eric Michaelsen’s poem “A haiku, and

why haiku should not be translated” considers intertextuality between culture and shows

the elusiveness of meaning, while Rufus Karanja’s “Unapologetically African” challenges

the cultural conceptions of others while asserting his own identity amidst a foreign

landscape.

Dare to discover voices that journey into nightmares and return to reality. Natasha

Sharma’s “A Childhood Story” warps the beloved tale of Hansel and Gretel into a

macabre vision of our demented culture, while in “Creature of the Face” Genevieve C.

Leet laces her poem with images of the blemished body to convey the effects of a family

in discord.  Leet’s poem propels us into nightmare, yet offers hope that we, too, may

emerge as “learned creatures.” 

The works featured in this year’s Cauldron are brave, daring, and heartbreaking. The

authors continually question our reality, challenging us as readers to reach deep into the

center of the poppy to search for answers. Join us; slip into the uneasy world of dreams,

and give yourself over to the creative impulses which shape us all.

-The Editors

Preface
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Cauldron, regardless of genre, and are judged blind. This year’s Divine Crow judges

were somebody and somebody else from the Kalamazoo College English 

Department.

** Denotes Stephanie Vibbert Award Winner

The Stephanie Vibbert Award is given annually to honor a piece of writing in The 

Cauldron which best exemplifies the crucial relationship between creative writing 

and social and political justice.
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But oh! that deep romantic chasm which slanted

Down the green hill athwart a cedarn cover! A savage place! as holy

and enchanted

As e'er beneath a waning moon was haunted

By woman wailing for her demon lover!

And from this chasm, with ceaseless turmoil seething,

As if this earth in fast thick pants were breathing,

A mighty fountain momently was forced…

-From  Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s Kubla Khan
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between the fallen leaves and dying sun 

where somebody lost a smile,

in the aisle of the HEB where

the cameras catch teenagers with their pants

down, in the box of seashell wind chimes, 

under the safety of the oak trees,

where Delilah tempted Samson 

between the silk stained sheets,

in the beat up orange truck, 

in between the seams of a beautiful water colored quilt, 

in the lacuna of your sweetest downfall, 

at the beginning of the end of your life, 

in one foot of rubber cement,

where lovers flood the town, 

where dead skin meets real, 

in the old burned down movie theater and abandoned oil factory, 

on the edge of nightmares and sweet dreams,

between the h and o in chaos, a place where sin saves, 

in the bone where the body breaks

by the wrecking ball that destroyed all of your memory, 

where sanity meets insanity at the dining room table, 

across a canal of shit and urine, 

in the familiarity of your blindsides,

in a home that’s not a home,

burned to the ground by the lightning storm of ’83,

walls full of encyclopedias, Polaroids, 

card houses, and a thousand apologies,

ashes, ashes, we all fall down.

Stephanie Segura

Let’s Meet Somewhere Between Elsa 

And Kalamazoo
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Elyse Durham

No One Wants A Penny

For your seventh birthday, your uncle gives you only one thing: a penny. In between

his third and fourth Corona he looks around and notices the drooping balloons and

wrapping paper discarded around your living room. He nearly steps on your new

telescope, which your mother finally decided she could afford after two years of denial.

This is when you decide that you have never liked your uncle. 

“I guess I missed your birthday,” he says. He fumbles in the pocket of his jeans.

“Hrrrmph.” With one enormous hand he pats you on the head—hard—and with the

other he presses something into your small palm. “Happy berfday, Arnold,” he says. He

laughs as he pops open the next round. You flee his soggy presence. You attempt to fix

the hair you combed so diligently this morning. You don’t tell him that your name is

Steve. 

You look at the penny he gave you. It is old and dark and flattened on one side. As

you walk outside to sit on the exact middle of your back step, careful to avoid the

splintery spots where the white paint is peeling, you notice that the penny was made the

same year you were—1994. Maybe even on the same day, you think. “Happy birthday,”

you say. You wish it could hear you. 

“Thank you,” it replies. It is Lincoln; his profile on the penny is speaking to you.

“And to you as well, son.” Lincoln sounds more nasally that you expect him to. You think

it’s probably because his nose is somewhat flattened. 

He notices you noticing. “I was run over in ’95,” he says. “Chevy Malibu.

Teenagers. They thought it would be funny.”

“Please, Mr. Lincoln,” you say, “tell me where you’ve been.”

“I’ve been everywhere money can go, son,” he says, “which, in America, is anywhere.

“I first belonged to a poet,” he tells you, “and that is where I learned to speak. He

kept me on his desk to bring him luck. That is also where I first learned that I am not

lucky, because his poems did not sell.

“He gave me to the grocer down the street, who put me in his ‘Give a Penny, Take a

Penny’ jar. I stayed there for quite a while, because the folks in that neighborhood were

very poor and very proud. They would not take; they would only give. I met many others

there, but they did not speak. They did not come from the desktops of poets.

“Then, after a year, a young boy tried to rob the grocer…but he became afraid and

took only the cup of us pennies instead. And that is when I got run over. For many

months I was one with the pavement. 

“From there, I do not remember much—or, at least, I try not to. I was finally picked

up by a drug dealer, and I descended into a life of crime. I sealed assassinations for the

Mafia. I bought coffee for a cocaine king. I bribed a policeman. I was never alone in

doing these things, of course, but I was a part of them. I am not proud.  

“I ended up in a brothel, and when an angry patron demanded a refund, they

handed me over. I was tossed in the offering plate at St. Luke’s the next morning—from

brothel to coffer, from patron to parishioner. 

One of the altar boys dropped me in the bathroom. There was a wedding at the

church the next day, and the bride put me in the toe of her small shoe. I was flung

against the wall in an expensive hotel room that evening, and picked up by a cleaning
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woman, who hired your uncle to fix her front porch this morning. As he left, she stepped

through the porch and twisted her ankle. Your uncle did not turn around. He came home

and emptied three beers. His pocket smelled of marijuana.”

You wipe your eyes. “I will keep you safe,” you vow. “Come live with the pennies

in my money jar, and teach them to speak.” You begin calculating—with this penny,

there will be $35.52 in your jar. You start deciding which friends you will surprise with

eloquent pennies. You cannot be sure, but you think you see him smile. 

“I am not supposed to be safe,” he says. “I am supposed to be free. Soon I will

leave you too.”

You sniffle, and then you hear the ice-cream man. You fumble in your pocket; you

discover seventy-four cents. Lincoln turns and looks at you full-on, with both eyes. His

nose is so skinny that it disappears. 

“I must meet the ice-cream man, son,” he says. “Let me go.” 

And you do. 

No One Wants a Penny

Continued
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Nathan Gilmour

The Mannequin

Digital Photo
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My best friend wears pink.  Bright, dare-to-call-me-a-girl pink.  I don’t wear pink.  Or I

guess I should say, I didn’t.  It reminds me of washed out blood, maybe running down a

dirty gutter, with a full moon looming overhead, bright in-your-face Halloween costumes

dancing through the stinted streets, the smiley face pin clinging to the leather black

jacket of the boy idling next to me.  The far away wind rushing pink of an iPod duct-

taped to the stereo, the beat the only thing keeping you moving, moving away from the

boy in pink and black Converse.  I am surprised at his color choice – every time I saw

him there was a pink shoelace, pink ball cap, pink zipper, pink heart tattooed on his

neck right below his jaw.  His jaw the color pink of my big toe when I tie my friendship

bracelet around it just to see it blush.  Who needs it except for pressing the gas pedal,

never the break, only to go go go.  The day I ran over the boy in pink my white Nikes

had shoelaces with little pink hearts.    

Alex Adams

What the Color Pink Taught Me 

About Driving
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Whitney or Mariah?

That eternal conundrum.  All directions bring you back to the original problem.

Choose one, you betray the other.  And how could you pick one over the other? When

you pit diva against diva they are matched octave to octave reaching to the heavens.  

There are reasons for one, there are just as many for the other.  I’m getting

somewhere now: “Fantasy,” “Dreamlover.”  But then, no, “One Moment in Time,” “I Will

Always Love You.” Galaxies collide, intertwine, and then unravel infinitely through time.

I’m back where I began.  

I’ll make this analytical. I take a sheet of paper, devise comparable categories, draw

little boxes down the middle.  I check Whitney or Mariah. Mariah wins for Christmas

album, Whitney’s got Bobby.  Mariah has more number ones, Whitney more Grammys.

No, scratch this.  Objective divisions are immaterial. These are the sonant gods. CD sales

have no bearing here. A question of this depth cannot be resolved by adding up tallies or

little checked boxes.

So I’ll just put it away, leave it for later.  But ignore the question and it haunts you,

becomes the nucleus of all your failings and indecisions. Yet to answer the question, to

choose definitively, is to choose your fate.  There is no changing your mind, no going

back. Switch alliances—you invert existence.  So I stand teetering on the fragile balance

between peace and chaos.  This is the burden of the modern homosexual.

Whitney or Mariah? 

My mother is no help. Really, it’s her fault I’m lost in this matter.  Endless car rides

to visit aunts and cousins. Linda Ronstadt, Elton John, Carole King—they are the cassette

tape teachers of my youth.  Maybe you can’t make someone gay, but you can try.  My

childhood was an education in domesticity and obscure cultural references of ever-

increasing scope and complexity.  No third grade boy who writes a biography of Patti

Hearst ever grows up to be an astronaut.  But this was my base, all I had to go on. It

never struck me as odd to compare favorite Mary Tyler Moore episodes with the music

teacher.  Everyone knows Rhoda’s last name is Morgenstern.

So yes, it is partially my mother’s doing that I have to answer this question in the

first place.  You can’t ask for a son who collects baseball cards and ABBA records.  How

can one small boy excel in cross-stitch and in wiffle ball? It is too much for one person,

for one little soul. 

So why not Whitney and Mariah? Who says you can’t have both?  Whitney for the

ballads, Mariah for the pop.  Whitney when it’s wild and new, Mariah when he leaves

you.  I won’t choose, will not be swayed.  I’m taking both, it’s better this way.  

Austin Zepeda

The Diva Dilemma



18 Stephanie Vibbert Award Winner

Aaron Coleman

Ma Gambusha’s Gift to Grandma

remember that first day? 

didn’t know cars could dodge such obstacles;

up and around mounds of hills

through high grass

crumbling rock and concrete

climbing out the tiny car

that cow hide stretched out wide

drying out skin and blood

in the sun

only half glanced at it then,

Ma Gambusha

a little lady

seventy years, or eighty

emerged from the cinder block home 

she built herself.

quickly noticed her thick and strong hands

no more than 5 ft tall

such warm dark eyes

I can see my Grandmothers in her

wish I could see my Grandmothers with her

her smile -

isn’t so much confident as 

it is proud out of survival.

her lips mostly closed

cheeks hugging her eyelids -

she makes me smile

feel so comfortable

without understanding all the words she’s saying

(in retrospect I left too soon, still need to learn Zulu)  

so I just listen to the conversation

intently watching her

feeling safe with her

and those same hands as earlier?

They teach

and they sow together beads

and scarves

Ma Gambusha made a few for my Mom and Grandma
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took weeks to make

out of love, hard work, faith.

as I left, she put her forehead to my chest as we hugged 

Take care my son

that’s what they told me she said 

now I’m sitting here on this couch

a days worth of hours away from Africa

from Umlazi

raining so hard outside

the yellow glow of a desk lamp’s light

watching my Grandmother’s excitement

gently fingering over and feeling the scarf

she always gets so excited

love to see her smiling

like the time when she wore her oversized tee shirt with Obama’s face across the front

Proclaiming,

Child, this is a piece of history!

makes me believe

not just in me

but in us.

look at how far the scarf came.

Have to believe in us.
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Kelly Hurd

Untitled

Black and white silverprint
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It was hot again and my legs stuck to the wooden rocker, the backs of my knees

were slippery with sweat. Ma made me turn the TV off, saying it was making it hotter in

here, but now she was on the phone in the kitchen and I had the volume down real low.

She wouldn’t know the difference, she was talking with Sandy. I could tell by the way

she’d start whispering and then bust up laughing.

I rocked backward and held myself there. The sweat under my toes made me slide

forward and I put my weight on the sides of my feet. I clicked through the channels, but

it was mostly soap operas and old people shows. I was holding myself up with my heels,

now, and they loudly skidded forward until I was back where I started. Ma poked her

head around the door and pulled the phone away from her face.

“Bobbie, what did I tell you about watching TV? Turn it off!”

I hated when she asked questions without waiting for an answer. I clicked the TV

off and threw the remote on the coffee table. It clanked real loud.

“Bobbie! Go outside!”

I stayed in the rocker a couple minutes looking out the living room window. The

people across the road were Amish; they had cows wandering all over their fields. They

never cleaned anything up; dad says that’s why it smells like shit every summer. He said

they walk around all day in the fields and don’t clean themselves up either and that’s

why they smell like shit, too.

Some kids were on roller skates and went by the house. One boy had a strap of his

overalls undone and it swung around his legs until he tripped over it and fell on his face.

I thought it was funny, but I was too lazy to laugh. Now, the other kids were trying to

help him up while on roller skates. It was taking too long to get him up, and I started

watching Puffers stare outside at a bird. She was growling and flicking her tail and it

bugged me.

“Stop, Puffers.” I threw a balled up sock from the laundry basket beside the chair at

her. It hit her leg and she didn’t stop, but her ears flicked back and it made me angrier.

“Puffers!” I leaned forward and picked up the remote from the table. I gave her one more

warning before I threw it. The remote grazed her head and hit the window.

“Bobbie! What did I say? Get outside!” Ma was standing in the doorway, the phone

was still in her hand and she pointed at the door with her other hand.

I blew the hair out of my eyes while I stared at her. My heart was beating fast, but I

got up slowly and let my shoulders fall as I walked past her. She smacked my head on

the way by.

I hated wearing shoes, but there was broken glass and pieces of scrap metal all over

in the yard. Dad had been fixing cars with his friends and he kept a couple of cars just

for parts up by the barn. They would pull the cars up in the yard and take out pieces

from the two old ones. Then, they’d leave the broken parts and screws and stuff in the

yard and the grass would grow high by it because Ma didn’t want dad to break the lawn

mower on the pieces. So, that’s why I got the brown beer bottle chunk stuck in my heel

last year. It was wedged up enough that Ma had to get the needle nose pliers out of the

shed to get it out. She made dad clean up the rest of the bottle. “This is a damn Bud

Light! You know I don’t drink this shit!” he’d yelled as he threw the chunks into the

Marni Newell

Better People
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empty metal garbage can so it made a loud clang each time.

“Well, it was from your brother, so it’s your damn fault.” Ma walked away as she

said it and I was left alone to watch the tear blurred version of dad pulling his cigarette

out of his mouth to cuss as he picked up the pieces of the broken bottle.

I pulled on my sneakers and walked out to the fence to watch the Amish kids skate.

I leaned over the top rail and stuck my leg through the middle. The boy had gotten up

and they scooted along, barely even skating on the dirty paved road.

“Why are you guys allowed to skate?” I yelled, but kept my head on the fence. “You

can’t watch TV or read magazines, but you can skate. Don’t make sense.”

A couple of them turned when I started talking, but they went back to giggling and

scooting without answering me. 

“Don’t even look fun.” I pulled myself out of the fence to walk down the driveway

to the mail box. There was a carton of eggs in the red plastic newspaper box next to the

mailbox, and I pulled it out. It had a note.

Debbie, it said in long slanted cursive, here are your eggs. Thank you for the

payment. If you want more next week, it will be the same price.

I opened the carton. The eggs looked dirty, kind of brown in spots. One had a light

crack in it anyway so I tried to pull it up, but it was stuck. I guess there was a deeper

crack in the bottom and the clear stuff started coming out and then dried so it was like

glue. I twisted the egg until it unstuck from the carton. The egg leaked in my hand as I

held it, staring at the Amish kids. The one who kept falling was closest. I thought of how

my brother showed me how to hold a baseball and I lined my fingers up against the

crack that ran across the egg. I pulled my arm back, still staring at the closest boy, the

shoulder strap of his overall dangling by his leg. I waited until he was bent over,

regaining his balance before I threw it.

***

Ma had me sit in the kitchen with her until dad got home. She talked at me more.

“What the hell did you think you were doing? I paid for those damn eggs! You’re

acting like your brother, Bobbie!  Are you going to start stealing next?” She was throwing

dishes around the sink as she talked. She turned on the water and turned toward me with

her fist on her hip, and I watched the hot water steam up the window as it overflowed

the blue plastic bowl that we had potato salad in last night. Chunks of potato drifted over

the side of the bowl. “Those eggs are cheaper than any we can get at the store and you

better pray that Ruth doesn’t refuse to sell us those anymore.” She turned and slammed

the faucet handle down to turn the water off. “Either way, you’re paying for those eggs.”

She leaned against the counter and cussed real loud and the phone rang.

“Hello? Dale!” She turned toward me. “Your daughter threw my damn eggs at some

Amish kids today,” she yelled and paused. “Dale, you bastard, it’s not funny.” I saw her

face relax a little and then she looked angry again. “Bobbie! Go sit in the living room

and no TV!”

I left the kitchen and sat next to Puffers on the couch. Her ears moved back on her

head and I always thought it made her look like a devil with horns. “Stop,” I said and

rubbed her head to push her ears back. She didn’t move, but her ears stayed backward.

Better People

Continued
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“Stupid cat.” I threw myself back so I was lying down and put my legs up on the

back of the couch. Then I twisted until I was upside down. When dad came home, I

watched his dirty New Balance shoes walk toward me. He smacked my legs off the top

of the couch and Puffers ran away.

“Girl, what the hell are you doing throwing perfectly good eggs at them kids?” I sat

up and stared at his shoes. There was mud caked all up the sides.

“You got to go apologize now. Do you want to see your grandma this weekend, or not?

“Yeah,” I said, twisting my fingers. “I missed most of them kids. I just hit one.”

“Girl, you need a new hobby.” He stormed out loudly. “And not baseball,” he

yelled after he was down the hall a ways.

My chest felt funny and I got up to go to my room.

“Where are you going? Get in here and start writing a letter of apology to them

Amish kids.” Ma pulled a chair out at the table where a yellow paper was laying next to

a pencil. A cartoon Garfield was on the top of the paper eating a sandwich. I picked up

the pencil and started writing.

Dear Amish Kids I wrote, then paused. I’m sorry I hit one of you with some eggs. I

don’t know why I did it, and I guess I won’t do it anymore. I paused again, trying to

remember what Ma was yelling about. Ma really likes your eggs. From, Bobbie.

***

Grandma had two dogs, one inside dog and one outside dog. The inside one was a

wiener dog named Earl and the big one outside was black and fat and she called him

Chum. I watched Chum wander around the tree he was chained to, when Ma told

Grandma about the eggs. Grandma stared at me while Ma was talking, she looked sad.

Ma held onto the top part of my arm hard as she told the story.

“She better not be trouble like her brother, or it’s straight to military after school.”

She was looking at me now. “Or, they have them military schools, maybe I’ll send her

there.” She tugged at my arm.

Grandma stayed quiet for a while before she took a breath. “Well, we’ll just have to

stay busy this weekend and get out all that extra energy she has.”

“OK, Mom, I’ll call you sometime tomorrow. Call me if you have any problems.”

Ma turned toward me again. “You better behave yourself.”

After Ma pulled away and Grandma turned toward the house, I made a face at Ma’s

brown junky car driving down the dirt road.

“We got a big weekend ahead of us. I got to go into town and pick up some

groceries and then we have a couple projects outside. Come one, I got to get my purse.”

She walked inside and paused in the doorway. “Back, back, Earl!” Her voice was nicer

when she talked to the dog.

“Grandma,” I said kind of quiet when she stood at the sink taking her pills. “I didn’t

hit all the kids with the eggs. There was just one, and I missed the rest.” Grandma turned

toward me.

“Why are you throwing things at people? Did they hurt you? You don’t know them

Amish. In a lot of ways they’re better than you and that daddy of yours.” She picked up

her purse. “Now, come on, I got to pick up some ham.”
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Grandma’s car was sitting in the sun, and the old leather seats were hot and

cracked. I pushed my legs hard against the seat to get the pain over with quick. It hurt

bad, but a few minutes later, it went away.

Grandma put the radio station on the local channel. They always played the same

songs over and over. When we got to town, Grandma had to parallel park behind a big

red tractor. “Ted’s here,” she chuckled.

“Are you going to come in with me to the store or stay out here?” Grandma asked

outside the store. I looked through the glass and saw an old man staring at a label on a

big can of beans.

“I’ll stay out here.”

“Don’t go past these two streets.” She pointed out my boundaries and waited for me

to nod before she went inside.

I sat on the curb in the shade and stared across the street at the drive-thru bank.

There was a big pile of horse poop in one of the lanes.

A couple of old men came out of the bar up the street and were laughing loudly as

they came toward me.

“Well, what’s this, Dave? Somebody put their trash out early, eh?” The man laughed

and elbowed his friend. He winked at me. “I’m kidding, kiddo. Where’s your mama?”

“Grandma’s buying ham.”

The man cupped his hands around his face as he leaned against the glass to look

through the grocery store window.

“Is that Edna?”

The other man stuck his thumbs in his pockets and spit. “Should’ve known you

were a Parker. You got that look about you. Eyes are too close together or something.” He

took a few steps forward and looked back at his friend.

“Your brother still in the Army?” first old man asked.

“Marines, yeah.” I scratched my fingers up and down my legs wishing they would

leave. My fingernails were filling with sweaty dirt from my skin, I had to pick it out of my

nails before I could scratch again.

“I always thought he’d do okay in the Army. Good place for all that anger.” The men

walked away chuckling.

I felt my face, using my finger to measure the space between my eyes. It was just

short of my middle knuckle. I wondered how far apart those Amish kids’ eyes were.

The door jingled and Grandma came out. 

“Ham was on sale, so I got a big one.” She held up the yellow plastic bag, smiling.

“Grandma.” I stood up and brushed the dirt off the back of my shorts. “Why can

Amish roller skate?”

She walked quickly across the street and I jogged to keep up.

“Why wouldn’t they be able to?” She turned her head to answer me. 

“Because they’re not allowed to do anything else fun.”

“Bobbie, how can you live across from people your whole life and still know

nothing?” She sighed and looked at me. “We’re going to go back home and make this

ham, okay? You going to help make potato salad?”

Better People

Continued
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***

Jake was on the phone with Ma when I got home.

“Bobbie, you want to talk to your brother? Get in here!” She handed the phone to me.

“Hey, Jake.”

“Bobbie, Mom told me you egged the Amish kids.” The way he said it, I was

nervous to answer.

“I only hit one,” I said after a pause.

“Bobbie, I don’t really care why you did it, but don’t do shit like that anymore,

Okay?” He started cussing. “You don’t want to end up in the military, this is like a damn

congregation of every moron in the country.”

I hesitated, but asked, “Worse than Ma and dad?” Ma was watching TV and didn’t

look over. Jake laughed.

“A lot worse. So, how far away were the kids when you threw the egg? You’ve got a

good arm, Bobbie, I remember.”

Pretty soon he had to get off the phone. I didn’t have time to ask him how far apart

his eyes were, and he seemed just as angry as he was at home. I wished I had told those

old guys to shut up, but I figured it was better that I hadn’t.

***

A couple days later, Ma made me go across the street to help the Amish kids with

their chores. She kept saying, “I told you, you were going to pay for them eggs, Bobbie.”

I didn’t know what I was supposed to wear. All the other girls would wear dresses,

but I only had one dress and it was for when Grandma took me to church. I figured

they’d have a dress if I needed one and put on some jeans and my Batman shirt.

All the Amish kids were standing in a group outside the house staring at me.

“Hi. Ma said I have to help you with chores today.” A couple of them spoke some

gibberish and they all laughed.

“Is Ruth here?” I tried again, and this time a girl ran to the door.

Ruth was short and sturdy. She had her blue dress sleeves folded up to her elbows,

and her arms looked really thick and strong. It looked like flour and dough was caked all

over her hands and she clapped them together like she was cleaning them off, but only a

couple chunks flew from her hands to her apron. 

“You’re Bobbie?” She had a funny accent. 

“Yeah, Ma told me to come help.” I paused. “Do I have to wear a dress?” A couple

of boys laughed. She spoke that gibberish again and they got quiet.

“Abe, go take her to the chicken coop.” She turned to me. “You can help collect

more eggs.” One of the boys looked worried.

“Are you sure?” he asked. It was the one with the broken strap. She looked at him

and he dropped his head between his shoulders and started walking away. She looked at

me. “Well, go on!” She said it how Grandma talks to Earl.

At first I was careful where I walked so I wouldn’t step in any animal poop, but the

yard seemed clean, so I jogged to catch up with Abe.

“Hey,” I yelled, but he didn’t turn and kept walking fast. “Abe!” He stopped and

looked at me. “What is that weird stuff you guys say to each other?” He looked
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confused.

“You know.” I started feeling stupid and wondered if I’d imagined the gibberish. It

was real hot today, maybe I blacked out for a second without knowing it and dreamed it

up. “Like when I first walked up, you guys were saying weird stuff and laughing.”

“It’s Dutch.” I noticed he had an accent, too.

“Oh,” I said, not really understanding.

“It’s a language,” he said real slow like I was stupid and then turned and walked

away fast again.

“I know that, I’m not a moron,” I yelled, catching up.

When we got to the chicken coop, it smelled awful. I plugged my nose until Abe

shoved an empty basket toward me. We walked along the narrow walkway into the

building full of chickens. When he first picked up some eggs from the nest, he looked at

me funny.

“Don’t throw these.” I made a face at him in response.

After we finished collecting eggs, he swept out the coop and I got more straw with

a pitchfork to cover the ground with again. I had dirt and feathers caked to my legs by

the time we finished. Abe was real quiet the whole time.

When we got back to the house, Ruth asked if Ma was home.

“Not until four-thirty,” I said, scratching my legs.

“Come in for lunch. Abe, show her where to wash her face and hands.”

I got nervous about eating with them. I knew we had Hot Pockets at home and I

didn’t want to eat their old fashioned food. Abe stopped on the way to a water spigot.

“You did okay with the chickens today.” He turned and walked away without

waiting for an answer.

At lunch, I realized I didn’t thank him and I felt like I needed to be extra nice. Ruth

made me sit next to him, so every time he passed a dish to me, I made sure to thank

him.  He didn’t usually respond, so I would get a little louder each time. After a while,

the little girl at the end of the table started giggling.

“Sarah,” Ruth said without looking at her and she stopped. “Bobbie, you have

strong arms. You can help harvest the corn later in the summer if you’d like. We’ll let you

keep a bushel for your family.”

***

When Ma got home, I was upstairs staring out my window. She clomped up the

stairs and I could hear her trip up the last few steps. She was panting when she got to my

room.

“So, how was working with Ruth? Is she a hardass? I hope so!” She sat on my bed

and leaned back against the wall. “When your grandma suggested it, I could’ve kissed

her right there. Nothing like manual labor to kick a kid into shape, huh?” She paused

and then sat up. “Ruth gave you more eggs, right?”

“Yeah, they’re in the fridge.” I paused. “I helped get them from the chickens.” Ma

busted up laughing before I could finish and she got up off the bed.

“Perfect!” She clapped her hands as she walked out of the room. 

Outside, the Amish kids were running around their yard like they were playing tag.

Better People

Continued
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Abe ran away from another boy, and they both ended up in the corn field. The corn was

up to Abe’s waist. It seemed like they’d harvest when it was over his head. Maybe a

couple more months and it would be ready.
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Our First Thanksgiving

Daniel Boone. You heard of him,

Man, explorer, myth, right?

But I’ll tell you something.

He didn’t find the Cumberland Gap

by himself. He had help.

Help from John Finley, a man

whose family is ours.

And Louisa May Alcott,

Nathan Hale, five pilgrims

on the Mayflower.

That first Thanksgiving

before kids got the day off from school...

it’s not just American history,

it’s yours.

Fortis in Ardius, Allie.

Remember this car was 

Al Capone’s, and that

before the wheelchair

I used to push you on the swings.

Ruth Clanks When She Walks

My mother crossed the Mississippi

on a train that ran toward San Francisco.

It rattled and shook through five states,

more than most people went to in their lives,

but it would have taken more than that

to shake her.

They didn’t have telephones in 1918

to tell anyone she had arrived

but in Gallup, New Mexico she sent a telegram

to tell them that her train had escaped the bandits.

My mother taught school

in a three-room building

and collected Navajo jewelry.

We called her Clank

because she rattled the world,

not the other way around,

until my father died and 

she put her bracelets away.

Alexandra Reynolds

Brian Hale Finley II, 5/29/22 - 7/7/01
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Gin

Gin, Allie, got me through the war.

Gin, cards, and the United States Postal Service.

I had friends who went to Normandy,

to Japan and Berlin.

I might as well have been there too,

freezing in the snow and cherry petals,

but I was stationed in the Pacific,

searching the sky for my Helen’s letters,

not bombs or smoke or mushroom clouds.

Your Mother

When your mother was young

she told your uncle to put 

his finger in the meat grinder

and turn it.

Your mother wanted to be a singer

like her mother.

She used to date

a boy with a red MG,

and forget what movies

at the drive-in were about.

Your mother married a man 

who kept a wrench in his pocket,

who made her laugh.

There was a smoked fish 

with sunglasses at the reception.

Your mother used to perm her hair 

and wear turtlenecks to brunch.

Now your mother braids your hair

and sings only to you.

Tells you to put yourself into the world

and turn it.
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Daniel J. Kovacs

Dr. Jack

Wade had paid almost every physician in Maury County to visit Amelia, yet none of

them could help her.  They called it different things, gave him new treatments, but they

never produced results.  So it wasn’t surprising that he was skeptical when William

Macon had told him about Jack.

“How’s one of your damned slaves going to cure something the state’s best white

doctors can’t seem to touch?” he asked Macon.  Macon told him that Jack had been

treating his slaves since he bought him from a man in Virginia.  He had been practicing

without Macon’s knowledge, but when he found out he was thrilled.  Macon often

called him the best “investment” he had ever made.  “Didn’t have to pay for no more

fancy white doctors no more,” he proudly told other Maury County planters. 

Finally, Macon convinced Wade to allow Jack to look at his ailing wife.  And two

days later he brought Jack to Barret’s estate, Cornucopia.    Macon led Jack up to the

front door, where Wade met the two.  The two white men exchanged hellos and small

talk.  They discussed the current cotton prices in New Orleans for Tennessee cotton

while Jack stood quietly, staring at his feet, and Wade never acknowledged Jack’s

presence outside of a gentle nod. 

“Well Mr. Macon, let’s see what your boy can do for my Amelia,” he said with a

touch of sarcasm.  Wade directed one of his black servants to take care of Mr. Macon

and showed Jack to his wife’s bedroom.  Amelia was asleep when they entered the room,

and she didn’t budge as Jack approached her. Wade held his breath while Dr. Jack began

to lay his large dark hands upon Amelia’s forehead.  He imagined what his neighbors

would say, what they would do.  Wade didn’t want to admit it, but he knew he had no

choice; Dr. Jack was his last chance.  

Wade tensed up as Dr. Jack placed his ear upon her chest, listening to her

struggling breaths.  She’d been complaining in a wheezy breath about the pains in her

chest and throughout her body for almost two months now.  Neither man said a word.

Jack kept listening to Amelia’s struggling breaths.  He sat on the edge of the bed and

looked into a small bag he had carried into the house.  

“Massa Wade, I’ve got des roots I give her, and she aught a take ‘em every day,

aught to calm dat cough,” he said as he put some strange looking and foul smelling

plants in Wade’s hands.  Dr. Jack told him how they worked, how to give them to his

wife, and promised she would be better within the month.  

“You know the best schooled doctors in the state don’t even know what it is,” Wade said. 

“I’ma schooled too sir, just a different kinda school. I promise mah medicines

work,” Dr. Jack replied.

Wade led Dr. Jack down the stairs to the doorway to meet Macon, and he realized

it was beginning to get dark outside.  He couldn’t help but feel thankful that it would be

harder for others to see who had been in his house.  Wade told Macon he was thankful

for the help and would let him know how Amelia was doing in a week or so.  “Massa

Jones, it’s what I do.  It’s what I been’a doin’ for years.  White, black, it don’ matta to me.

I don see deh color, I see sick,” Dr. Jack said as if Wade had been talking to him.

***

Wade never could bring himself to thank Dr. Jack in person.  He told Macon that
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he was “delighted” at her speedy recovery.   Dr. Jack had cured in several weeks what

the county’s white doctors couldn’t accomplish in almost a year.  By August 1831, Wade

had largely forgotten about Jack.  But he had never dared to tell Amelia that a slave had

cured her.  He didn’t know how she would react, and he decided not to risk it.  Wade

figured that with Amelia healthy he wouldn’t ever have to revisit the issue of Jack

anyway, and he could get back to running his estate.  

But that changed in the late summer of 1831 when news of Nat Turner’s horrifying

rebellion in Southampton County, Virginia reached Tennessee.   The news was mortifying

for whites across the South, particularly for planters like Wade and Macon who had

hundreds of slaves surrounding then.  “These are pressing times,” he told his overseer

Robert.  “We’ve got to be harder on our negroes like we’ve never been before, or else

we’ll pay for it in blood.”

Later that week when Macon came to Wade’s estate, the last thing Wade had on his

mind was Dr. Jack.  He worried that his slaves would hear of the rebellion, and he

wanted to make sure they were completely isolated from the news.  Macon found his

friend sitting at his desk in the study.  “If we’re not careful, William, we’re going to end

up living in a province of Haiti,” Wade told Macon sternly.  “Our slaves cannot hear

about this.  We’ve been holding the damn wolf by the ears for too long now, it’s slipping

away, and it’s going to eat us alive!” 

But Macon didn’t seem to have the same urgency, at least not on the same subject.

“Jack’s in trouble,” he told Wade.  “Jack who?” Wade replied, acting like he was trying to

remember.  “The man who saved your wife’s life, that’s who,” said Macon.  He explained

that the legislature had just passed an act prohibiting all slaves from traveling under the

pretense of healing the sick, among other things.   “Basically we can’t send our slaves off

anywhere no more, which is okay, I guess.  But Jack is different, he’s not just no slave,”

he continued, “he’s a miracle worker.  We’re all requesting that Jack not only be allowed

to be a doctor, but that we can buy his freedom.  He deserves it.”

Wade knew he was indebted to Jack for saving his wife’s life. His eyes ran across

his account books, lying open on the desk.  1829-1830 season: cotton 1200 bales

shipped to N.O. via Memphis.  Profit: Worked 98 Negro Hands, it read.  He shuddered.

“Alright, how are you all helping Dr. Jack, and how do you think it’s going to work?”

Wade asked as he signed the petition.  
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Once tried to hang it,

the mulatto beauty

dreaming in my mind

holding all my thoughts

measuring 

its 38-31-45 hour glass figure.

I planted a tree 

in Jenna, Louisiana 

hung 40 years 

of freedom rides, legal cases, boycotts and Emmett Tills,

watching their struggle 

pretending to be so far removed, 

while my mind still stuck 

in the Jim Crow South.

The mulatto beauty

assimilating inside, 

beginning to implode 

those hands that have harvested all of your wealth 

finally cut the noose 

and jitterbugged down the runway.

That round-hipped big lipped mulatto.

Meghan Wilson

Jim Crow
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Komal Chughtai

Shell

Charcoal on paper





A damsel with a dulcimer

In a vision once I saw:

It was an Abyssinian maid,

And on her dulcimer she played,

Singing of Mount Abora.

Could I revive within me

Her symphony and song,

To such a deep delight `twould win me…

-From Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s Kubla Khan
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Eric Michaelsen

A Haiku; And Why Haiku Should Not Be

Translated

我々は
若くなくなる
お世界も

Wareware wa

Wakakunakunaru

Osekaimo

We (artists, poets, thinkers [archaic]) [do]

Become not young.

Also the (honorable) world.

We 

age.

The world ages, too.
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You think about Lewis and Clark—and Sacagawea, too—in a canoe, you think

about wagons with wooden wheels, you think about Forrest Gump running on cool

asphalt, silhouetted against desert sunset, and you think, America is not all that big. And

then you hit the road in a 1994 Ford Econoline, crammed with six Americans and a

South African.  Suddenly, America sprawls.

“If you could get rid of one of them, who would it be?  And who would go in his

place?” Katie asked us as we ogled at the faces of dead Presidents on Mount Rushmore. 

The bombardment of tourist attractions along I-90—the Corn Palace, the Badlands,

Wall Drug, and now Mount Rushmore—left us delirious.  The more we saw of America,

the more questions we had.  We slipped into another country: the idealized America

constructed from what-if’s and would-you-rather’s.

“Get rid of Jefferson, put in either Buchanan or Taft,” Blake, the South African, said.

He wore a baby blue trucker hat that he had bought in Mitchell, South Dakota for $2.99.

Printed on the front was a gaudy picture of the Corn Palace.

Elise was the only American willing to admit that she knew nothing about

Buchanan or Taft.  She had just returned from studying abroad in South Africa where she

had fallen in love with a wide-eyed, enchanted-with-America Blake.  So that is how a

South African got in the van.

“The only President to never marry, and the only President to get stuck in a

bathtub,” Blake said.  “Surely such feats warrant the carving of one’s face on the side of a

mountain.”

“Technically none of them should be there,” Matt said.  “Pretty sure we signed a

treaty, like, a hundred and fifty years ago that gave the Black Hills to the Indians.”  For a

moment I expected to hear the wah-wahh sound of a muted trumpet, but instead

everyone just laughed.  

“What do you think, Steve?” Noelle asked her brother.

“I don’t know,” Steve said, his cheeks turning red.  “This isn’t a place for ethical

discussions.  This is a place for patriotism.”

We posed for a photo op in front of Mount Rushmore with Blake’s American flag,

the one he had bought at K-Mart for $7.99 with the intent of getting it signed by all sorts

of Americans, from gas station attendants to movie stars.  I felt the eyes of Washington

stare us down as Blake dragged the flag on the ground, the stars and stripes skimming

wads of bubblegum that had been spit out and then smooshed by the shoes of patriots.

Three months earlier, I bought a winter hat in Oslo, Norway for 80 kroner.  It was

red, white, and blue, patterned like the Norwegian flag.

When I first dreamed of going to Norway, I thought I’d buy one of those silly Viking

helmets with walrus tusks, or a miniature Viking ship replica that had somehow been

squeezed into a glass bottle.  After all, my high school mascot was a Viking.

But then I actually went to Norway where I saw thousands of people lining the

Ryan Booms

The Good American
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The Good American

Continued

streets, waving Norwegian flags.

***

It was May 16, 2007: the eve of Norway’s National Day.  I met some Aussies at a

youth hostel in Oslo.  I can’t remember their names, only which celebrities they most

resembled—Heath Ledger and Jude Law.  The two had been roaming Europe with

Heath’s Swedish girlfriend (a spitting image of Kirsten Dunst), but she had opted to stay

back at the hostel while we ventured out to Oslo’s bar district to meet up with two more

Aussies who were good friends of Heath and Jude.  I wondered which Hollywood stars

they would most resemble.

After fending off solicitations from Oslo’s small but feisty red-light district, we

headed into the heart of the city.  Folks tore down a carnival as the real partiers siphoned

into the bars.  It was almost midnight, the sky just starting to darken, when we walked

into Gloria Flames, a trendy little nightclub with a red glow.  The place was packed with

gorgeous blondes who, at every moment, looked as if frozen in laughter.  Opposite every

woman was a rugged man who sipped his beer and licked the froth from the stubble on

his upper lip.  I thought about how nice it would be to be one of those men sitting across

from one of those women.  A man with seven empty glasses in front of him belched; he’d

be off to the restroom soon enough.  Perhaps I could just slip into his seat before his date

even realized he had left.  What would I say?  I didn’t even know how to say “hello” in

Norwegian.

Heath volunteered to buy us a round of drinks.  Jude and I sauntered over to a table

nestled in the corner, where a man who was seemingly infected with myxomatosis—a

disease generally reserved to rabbits—lingered alone in the shadows.  I think he winked

at us as we sat down, but the puffy, pus-filled pockets cradling his red eyes made it

difficult to be certain.

“He should’ve worn his sunnies out tonight,” Jude muttered.

“Good evening, gents!” Myxomatosis said.

“Oh, you speak English!” I said, taken aback.

“You’ll struggle to find a Norwegian who doesn’t,” he said.  I glanced over my

shoulder as a man excused himself from a nearby table.  While he was gone I watched

the woman he was with tongue the straw of her mixed drink.  She, too, probably speaks

impeccable English, I thought.  I imagined the two of us frolicking through Sognefjord—

the Grand Canyon of Norway.  We would hike up the green cliffs, strip off our clothes,

and dive into the salty water below.  I’d splash her and she’d laugh and then we’d get

married and I’d never come home.

She suddenly stood up.  As she walked away, I checked her out.

One of my travel guides had joked about the dangers of the huldra.  In

Scandinavian folklore, a huldra is a stunningly beautiful, sometimes naked woman, who

when viewed from behind has a tail of a cow and appears to be hollow, like a ghost.

Legend has it that a huldra will lure men into the forest and kill those who can not
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sexually satisfy her.

This woman, however, did not have a tail.  Nor did she look like a ghost.  She was

just a stunningly beautiful (but unfortunately clothed) woman.

Myxomatosis tugged at my sleeve and pulled me out of my hypnosis.  “So, where

are you chaps from?”

“I’m from the States.”

“The Outback.”

“And you boys have come to celebrate our holiday with us?  Well, I’m afraid you

might be disappointed,” Myxomatosis said, looking at me.  “We don’t do the whole

fireworks thing.  Doesn’t even get dark enough for that.  And we sure as bloody hell

don’t sing God Bless Norway.”

Jude chuckled.  “What is with you Americans and your patriotism?  In Australia, we

have one day that is sort of like a national holiday.  I think it has something to do with

the slaughtering of a bunch of Aborigines.  Some teenagers use it as an excuse to get

stonkered…and I guess I still do, too.  But it’s nothing like your Fourth of June—”

“July.”

“Right.”

“Whatever month it’s in, it’s a hell of a lot more hullabaloo than you’ll see here

tomorrow,” Myxomatosis said.  “We’ll have a nice parade though.  When you see the

horses, you know that’s the end.”

“How’s that?” I asked.

“You think marching bands want to step in horse shit?”

“Oh.”

“Anyway, just because it’s the end of the parade, doesn’t mean you should leave.

Follow the horses.  You’ll see.”

“Alright, I’ll take your word for it.  Aside from horse shit, though, it’s a nice

parade?”

“Not as nice as the parade in Bergen.  You’d really be better off there.  That’s where

I grew up.  If you like fish, go to Bergen.  It’ll leave you fucking gobsmacked.  Personally,

I despise Oslo.  It’s absolute rubbish.  But I do believe you will be very pleased with

Bergen.”

“I was just in Bergen,” Jude said.  “I would say I had a good time, but the whole

place smelled like rotten fish—the train station, the market, even this chick I had a

naughty with.”

We shared a laugh as Heath returned with three mugs of overflowing beer.  

“You know how much three pints cost?  150 kroner!”

“Good God!” I said. “That’s like thirty bucks!”

Myxomatosis rolled his eyes.  For a moment, it looked as though they fell into the

back of his head.  “Get used to it.  Everything costs a bomb here.  Sure, we have free
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health care in Norway, but when the government taxes beer like that, no one drinks

enough to get liver disease anyway.”

Heath raised his mug.  “Let’s skull this one down in honor of the Norwegian health

care system!  Cheers!”

“To the Norwegian health care system!”  We chugged our beers.  After slamming

his empty mug on the table, Heath slapped Jude on the back and yelled, “It’s your

shout!”  Jude acknowledged Heath with an unenthusiastic burp.  He dragged his feet on

the way to the bar.

Nudging me with his elbow, Heath said, “I’ve noticed you staring at some of the

Norwegian ladies tonight.  Why don’t you just talk to one of ‘em?”

“I don’t know.”  I remembered how I had made an ass out of myself at a dance club

in Munich.  Apparently the humor of American pick-up lines gets lost in translation.  The

German girls must’ve reveled in Schadenfreude to see another silly American boy

wander out of the club dejectedly.

Jude showed up with three more beers.  Heath said to me, “Look, mate, we are

gonna get you rotten tonight.  You got a franger for your donger?  No?”  He handed me a

condom.  “Let’s toast this time to getting you some Mappa Tassie.”

“To Mappa Tassie,” Heath and Jude declared.  I was pretty sure that I knew what

Mappa Tassie was, but I still looked it up on the Internet a few days later to be sure.

Once we downed our second beer, Heath and Jude’s friends spotted us in the

corner.  Again, the names escape me, but I swear, these two could have been the clones

of Casey Affleck and Helena Bonham Carter.  Heath said, “About time you’ve rocked up!

Didn’t think you two’d make it with that shit-house of a rental car!”

Casey said, “Pff, I gave up on that junker.  You won’t believe it, but we caught a ride

with the ambo!”

“No shit!”

“Who is this bloke?” Helena asked, pointing at me.

“He’s from the States.  His name’s Booms.  Like Boomerang,” Jude said, flicking his

wrist as if he were tossing an actual boomerang.

“Oh, let me guess, Boomerang,” Helena said, “no matter how far I throw you,

you’ll just keep coming back for more.  Well, I’m already with somebody.”  She grabbed

Casey’s arm.

“Excuse my girlfriend,” Casey said.  “She’s just a little…critical of Americans.”

“You don’t have to defend me,” Helena said.  “I’ll bet he voted for the bastard.”

“I actually couldn’t even vote then.  I was still seventeen.”

“But if you could’ve voted, you would’ve voted for him.  Am I wrong?”

There was a long silence before I offered to get another round of drinks.

As I approached the bar, I did the math.  At ten bucks a pop, I was about to piss

away fifty bucks.  I swallowed my throat and said to the bartender, “Hey, I’m good
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friends with the DJ, and he said he’d hook me and my friends up tonight.  Did he

mention this to you?”  The bartender’s eyebrows lowered with skepticism.  My stomach sank.

Then he smiled.  “Oh, you must be Karl.  Haven’t you been staying in his attic?”

“His attic?  Oh yeah…I’m Karl…that’s right.  I’ve been…sleeping there…and yeah,

it’s a pretty nice attic.”

“Whatever.  Just let me know when you need refills,” the bartender said as he filled

up five mugs, white foam spilling onto the counter.

Returning to the table, I announced, “Looks like the bar is officially a buffet.  We’re

getting free drinks for the rest of the night.”  I looked at Helena.  “How do you like

them apples?”

Helena didn’t give me any more shit for being an American.  In fact, she proposed

a toast.  “Let’s drink to the good American.”

“To the good American!”  Another beer down the hatch.

Myxomatosis tapped my arm.  “While you were at the bar, we got on the subject of

snow.”  He yelled in an effort to eclipse the music.  “You might be able to help me out

because you’re an American and all.  You see, I learned British English and I don’t know,

maybe it just doesn’t snow enough in England for them to give a bloody hell, but you

have Alaska, right?  Surely you should have different words for different kinds of snow then.”

Jude whispered in my ear, “This guy has got a gutful of piss.  Listen to him jabber.

He makes no fucking sense!”

“Like when snow feels wet, it goes slaps, slaps, slaps beneath your feet.  We call

that kind of snow ‘slaps.’  Or when there’s a hard crust on top of the snow, we call that

‘skare.’  The crunchy kind of snow.  And before the dogs piss on it, we call it ‘nysnø.’

Fresh snow.  And then there’s ‘kram’ for the kind of snow that’s perfect for building

snowmen.  You got any kram in the States?”

Jude jostled my side.  “Yeah, you guys ever cram ‘kram’ up your cramhole?”

“Look, man,” I said to Myxomatosis.  “I don’t know.”  

“Ah, bollocks!” Myxomatosis said as he struggled to stand up.  “I’ve got to spend a

penny.  I’ll be back in a few.”  He lumbered to the restroom.

Heath winked at me.  “What do you think he’s buying in there?”

I laughed, but not without guilt.  I shouldn’t have pretended like I didn’t care—what

Myxomatosis said about snow had actually resonated with me.  It kind of bugged me

that I didn’t have a word like “kram.”  There were a lot of words I didn’t have that night—

a lot of words I may never have.  The words to stick up for my country.  The words to rip

it apart.  The words to define a “good American.”

The next day I took Myxomatosis’ advice.  Tiptoeing around piles of steaming shit

scattered along Karl Johann’s Gate, I followed the horses to the steps of Stottet, the Royal

Palace.  The crowd silenced as the King and Queen, and the Crown Prince and Crown

Princess, walked out onto the balcony.  I tilted my head back, like a little boy trying to
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catch falling snowflakes on his tongue, and gazed at the Royal Family waving to all of us

ordinary people below.  The Queen, a petite but fierce-looking woman, wore chic, bug-

eyed sunglasses, although it was not a particularly sunny day.  She dressed in all

red—bright, tomato red—with the exception of white gloves.  It was like Jackie Onassis

had never died.

A three-year-old girl with a mop of blonde hair wandered onto the balcony and

tugged at the Crown Prince’s suit.  I would later learn that she was the daughter of the

Crown Prince and Crown Princess.  One day, when she buries her father, she will ascend

the royal throne as Queen of Norway—and for the first time ever, a commoner could

become the King of Norway—but this does not make sense to her yet.  She’s still just a

little girl, tugging at her daddy’s suit.

Behind me thousands and thousands of people waved back at the Royal Family.

Nobody even talked.  Men with red ribbons pinned to the lapel of their suit coats,

women dressed in traditional Norwegian garb, milky-skinned children perched up on

shoulders; they just waved.  Jutting out from the crowds were countless Norwegian

flags—red, white, and blue—waving along with the hands of the Norwegian people.

After ten minutes or so, the Royal Family went back inside the palace and the

crowds dispersed.  Wondering what to do next, I consulted my travel guide.  It

recommended checking out Vigeland Park.

I think if I’ve ever gotten the “Toto-I’ve-a-feeling-we’re-not-in-Kansas-anymore”

vibe, it was in Vigeland Park.  There I saw a family with little kids picnicking under a

sculpture of a naked man flinging angry babies into the river.  

In the back of the park stood the Monolith, a fifty-foot tall sculpture shaped like the

Washington Monument, but comprised of over one hundred naked bodies scrambling

up toward the clouds.  Near the Monolith was a sculpture of a naked woman on all four

with two babies on her back, holding onto reins strapped to her teeth.  A young child

climbed on top and pretended to ride it like one of those fake horses at K-Mart that you

can ride for just a penny.

On my way out of the park, I watched a horde of Japanese tourists surround a

sculpture of a crying baby, which would have been entirely cobalt bronze if not for its

private parts, corroding into a yellow-orange.  With oily fingers the tourists rubbed the

baby’s private parts for good luck.  No wonder the baby was crying.

***

Three months later, I stood in front of Mount Rushmore with five other Americans

and a South African.  We all agreed it was rather underwhelming.

Nobody can touch our Presidents.  Not the Japanese, or the Aussies; not the South

Africans, or the Norwegians; not even the Americans themselves.  Suspended high on

the mountain side, our Presidents are safe from the hands of tourists.  I once thought that

you could climb up and down Mount Rushmore, like in North by Northwest when Cary

Grant and Eva Maria Saint slide down Jefferson’s hair and then wiggle past his left ear
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down to Washington’s chin, but now I know it was just a Hollywood movie.

On our way out, I almost bought a postcard for only 50¢.  It was a cartoon drawing

of the other side of the mountain: four Presidents with their pants pulled down, mooning

someone, I’d guess the Indians.

Eight miles down the road was the Crazy Horse Memorial.  We could see it from

the road, but it would have cost $25 to get a closer look.

“It only cost $8 for all of us to see Mount Rushmore,” I said to the man at the gate.

“And that was finished.”

“It looks nice from here,” Katie said as Noelle shifted the van into reverse.  “Good job.”

I wonder what the man thought as we drove away.  It would have cost us less than

four bucks a person.  Four slips of green paper with Washington in the middle.  I’ll bet

our money could’ve bought them a stick of dynamite.  With our help they could’ve

blown up the rock under Crazy Horse’s armpit.  But we would rather spend our $25 on

chewing a thousand sticks of bubblegum just to spit ‘em out in front of Mount

Rushmore.
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Nathan Gilmour

The Lines From La Tour Eiffel

Digital photograph
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A collective groan echoed across Rinaldi’s restaurant at the sight of the old, gray

Buick.  Amie caught the eye of one of the other waitresses across the room, who held the

glance for a few seconds before shaking her head in disbelief and delivering the drinks

she was holding to the table next to her.  The old couple in the Buick was two of the

restaurant’s most frequent and most dreaded customers.  

For once, Amie was glad to be assigned to the smoking section of the restaurant,

not because she enjoyed having burning eyes and a constant urge to cough but because

it meant that she would not have to help the couple; they always requested non-

smoking.  She chuckled to herself as she watched the wait-staff working the other side of

the restaurant quickly flock to the hostess’s station near the entrance, each taking

advantage of the few minutes it took the couple to make their way to the door by offering

the hostess favors, pleas, or even bribes in order to avoid being assigned to serve them.

It was like watching a barter economy in progress, with offers being traded in hushed

whispers so as to not attract the attention of other customers.  The managers were aware

of and accepted this posturing, so long as the losing party was friendly and helpful with

the old couple.  Not that it really mattered, anyway.  They inevitably found something to

complain about every time they came in.  That is, the woman always found something to

complain about.  It seemed as if the man was not allowed to speak, or at the very least,

would be punished later if he did.  The few times he had ventured to open his mouth,

the woman would wail, “Arthur!  Stop!  You’re embarrassing me!”  The unfortunate

waitress involved would bite her lip, desperately wanting to tell the old woman that she

embarrassed herself well enough.  

The woman spoke with a German accent, and the wait-staff often joked about how

she was probably a Nazi back in the day.  Nicole used to scold her coworkers when she

heard this.  “Be nice,” she would plead.  “They remind me of my grandparents.”  That

lasted until she had to wait on them for the first time.  Now Nicole was one of the

strongest believers of the Hitler theory.  She had even started to call her Eva, after Hitler’s

notorious mistress, Eva Braun.  That was not to say that anyone thought Arthur was like

Hitler.  No one really knew what to think of him.  He never got to speak, which actually

was a bonus in everyone’s eyes; she spoke enough for the both of them.  Since he never

spoke, no one knew the woman’s name, and everyone was too afraid to ask, no matter

how great the curiosity, so she remained “Eva.”  

From her fallen face, Amie could see that Carmen had lost the night’s battle to

avoid Eva and Arthur.  Amie imagined that this was due, not only to the superior favors

offered by others, but also to Carmen’s being assigned to just one other table.  Eva

proved to be so demanding that one could barely wait on any other customers at the

same time.  She had a habit of trapping her server, chattering to no end about this or

that, complaining about something new each time, and repeating herself over and over

again until the waitress would finally be forced to smile through a quick apology and

escape to the kitchen.  One could see the waiter or waitress slowly inching away,

desperate to be free of her.  

Now Carmen was mentally preparing herself for their impending arrival.  She retied

her apron and pulled the notebook from the pocket, flipping to a clean page.  The bell
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above the door rang as the couple came into the doorway.  Eva was heavy-set and

walked hunched over with a slight limp, and Arthur, much taller and skinnier than she,

shuffled along behind her.  

“Two.  Non-smoking.”  Eva’s German accent thicker than usual.  

“Uh oh,” Amie whispered to Nicole as she walked by.  “She must be in a bad

mood tonight.”

“Maybe she just remembered that the Germans lost the war.”

“That’s so terrible,” Amie said, laughing in spite of it.

“I know—but she makes me so mad!” Nicole hissed.  Amie and Nicole both

headed back to the kitchen.  They were just outside the door when Lisa hurried over to them.

“Oh my gosh, you’ll never believe what crazy Eva just said to me!” Lisa said,

struggling to keep her voice down.  “I was going to seat them in booth thirteen, and Eva

was like, ‘Not this booth.  There’s not enough room between the bench and the table for

my boobs to fit.  Seat us at that booth in the corner.  It has more room’.”   The three burst

out laughing.

“She actually said ‘boobs’?!” Nicole shrieked.  “She’s like ninety years old!”

“I know!” Lisa said.  Carmen stormed in from the dining room.

“They’re mad because we don’t have any chili. They drove all the way here just for

the chili, and we’re out of chili, so they’re leaving, and they’re mad, and it’s all my fault

that a huge group came in and bought all of our chili, and if we’re going to stop having

chili then she might just start cooking her own because she makes really good chili!”

Carmen finally stopped to breathe.  

“Good, maybe she should stay home and eat her own damn chili,” Nicole said.

“Yeah, but you know that’s never going to happen,” Amie said.  “She enjoys

complaining far too much to do that.”

“Ain’t that the truth,” Nicole joked, and the four went in their separate directions.

***

The next week Amie found herself staring out the window, watching for the old,

gray Buick.  She was working non-smoking that night, and that always caused her to

worry that she might be forced to help Eva and Arthur.  Now her heart sank when she

saw their car creep into the parking lot just as she wished her only table good night on

their way out the door.

Crap, she thought.  I’m totally going to get stuck with them now.  I don’t have

anyone else to help.  She walked over and leaned on the hostess’s stand.

“Lisa, what’s it going to take for me to get out of helping them?” 

“What do you mean?” 

“Eva and Arthur are here.  And I’m really not in the mood for them tonight.”

“Oh, didn’t you hear?  Carmen is determined to win them over.  Ryan bet her

twenty bucks that she couldn’t get a compliment out of Eva, so she’s been helping them

every time they come in.  If she doesn’t get a compliment by the end of tonight she loses.

You’re lucky your last table left so you’ll have time to watch her work her magic.  She’s

really trying hard.  Two nights ago she went out to their table just to talk to them.  Talked

for a good half an hour, I’d say.”  Lisa lowered her voice as Eva and Arthur got closer to
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the front door.  “I guess last night, Eva didn’t even complain.  Well, not really.  I guess

she made some snide comment about her spoon being dirty or something, but nothing

other than that.”

“Interesting.”  Amie turned and wandered toward the kitchen as the couple came

through the door.  Even if Eva was bordering on civil, she still didn’t want to risk being

trapped by her.  The restaurant was slow that night, so a couple of other waiters were

already hanging around the cash registers, taking a break and waiting for customers.

Amie joined them but stood off to the side so that she had a better view of the booth by

the window where Arthur and Eva were seated.  From that distance, she could also hear

quite well what was going on.  She saw Carmen out of the corner of her eye coming

from the kitchen carrying a tray with their drinks.  Carmen glided over to their booth,

smiling as she set the coffee and hot tea down on their table.

“I assumed you both wanted your usual drinks.”

“Do you have chili tonight?” Eva asked.

“I made sure to save you two bowls before we sold out,” Carmen said with a wink.

“I figured you’d be in today.  I’ll be right out with those chilis and then you can tell me

what else you’d like tonight.”  She folded the black tray under her arm and walked

briskly back to the kitchen.  

Again and again she brought them anything they wanted from the kitchen—

cheddar cheese for Eva’s chili, a clean spoon that Carmen “washed herself,” more

crackers, some apple pie.  She hovered near their table, at the ready to fulfill any needs.

Other customers came in, but Amie was lucky enough to remain on break, moving from

her vantage point only to wipe off some tables and clear a few dishes.  Carmen brought

the couple out their check and Eva pulled a wrinkled twenty-dollar bill out of her purse

and handed it to Carmen. 

When Carmen brought the couple back their change, Eva started to get up. Amie

was sure that she had lost the bet.  Arthur, however, did not follow his wife.  He

remained seated while Eva headed off toward the restroom.  Carmen took this

opportunity to chat up Arthur, curious to finally hear him speak.  

“So, are you two doing anything for Memorial Day tomorrow?” she asked, setting

down the black, plastic tray of coins in front of him.

“Well,” he said, “I’ll be marching in the parade with the other vets like I do every year.”

“I didn’t know you were a veteran!” Carmen exclaimed, putting her hand on 

her left hip.

“WWII,” he said, the pride glowing in his eyes. “Mine was one of the first regiments

to liberate a Nazi concentration camp.  That’s actually how I met my Lisel.”  Lisa took

mental note of both her real name and the tears forming in the man’s eyes. “She was a

prisoner in that horrible place in Austria.  Skin and bones, she was, when we liberated

that camp.” He paused, looking down at the plate of pie crumbs, his voice soft.  “But I

loved her as soon as I saw her.  I looked at her, and I wanted to take her back with me,

take care of her like she always should have been taken care of.  We had to wait until

the war ended, of course.  I don’t know what she saw in me, but she waited, and we

came back to the States together.  Hard to believe that was sixty years ago...” He trailed
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off as Eva came limping back toward them.  

“Arthur, you weren’t carrying on, embarrassing yourself again, were you?” 

“Of course not, dear,” he said, putting the coins in his pocket and sliding out of the

booth to help her with her coat.  “I was just asking the waitress about our bill.”  He

slipped the coat onto her shoulders and let her walk in front of him, shuffling along

protectively behind.  As far as Amie knew, Carmen didn’t tell anyone what Arthur had

said to her that night.  She told Ryan that she had lost and forced a smile while he joked

about her failure.  After that, she never joined the conversation when people made fun of

Eva.  She would always walk away, saying she’d forgotten a customer had asked for extra

napkins.  And she would always excuse herself from her customers when she saw that

old, gray Buick pull in, hurrying to Lisa to offer her services for Eva and Arthur.  After

awhile, everyone took it for granted that she would be there to help them.  They figured

she was still fishing for that compliment, just to say that she’d gotten it, but Amie knew

that she hadn’t thought of that bet in a long, long time.
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Katherine Ehlert

Quarry Of Syracuse

Digitally manipulated photograph
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Abigail Ahlberg

one-more-pile-of-dead-neon-rats

Acrylic on canvas
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Jessamyn Davis

The Time Of Cerulean And Gray

Oil on canvas
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Kelsey Hahn

Closer

Digital photograph
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Michelle Lamont

Maternity

Charcoal and pastel on butcher paper
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The Holy Trinity Next Door

Digital photograph
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She’s Pleasing To The World

Mixed media
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Samantha Grobbel

Seated Model

Oil on canvas
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Alison Lucas

Grace

Oil on canvas
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Jessamyn Davis

The Arrows, They Just Spill Out

Graphite, ink, and conte on paper
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Peter Hopkins

All Of The People, All Of The Time

Digital photograph
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Christine Rebhuhn

Pot

Stoneware
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Genevieve Leet

Self Portrait

Oil on canvas
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Alison Lucas

Under covers

Oil on canvas
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Samantha Grobbel

Tuscan Bottles

Oil on canvas
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Christine Rebhuhn

Cup

Stoneware
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Michelle Sabourin

Landscape Of A Shell

Linoleum relief print
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Kailey Wolf

Waiting for the Whidby Ferry

Aquatint
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Chrissy Widmayer

To The Big Girl

You gotta gimme a shimmy, honey, with those hips so damn wide, and that languorous

shaking bowl of jelly behind, you gotta gimme a wiggle, girly, flaunt what you got, waves

instead of angles, sweet sugary S’s down your sides, give a giggle, babe, flirt with

yourself, the flop and flounce of your skin don't bother me, you got the jiggle down, that

smooth whisper in your body, you got the roundness to bend my will, and the shape to

satisfy, you know you gotta be a sexy thing, your plus size makin’ more for me to love,

more to take and have, you gotta gimme a little, honey, let me have a bit of you, sweet as

honey, you got more viscosity than syrup, open up to me, sugar, you know I want what

you got, and if you laugh for me, gimme a smile, you know you won my heart, baby, you

gotta flash those pearly whites and invite me to you, you got so much workin’ for you,

more than most, you’re thick and juicy sweet, so gimme a shimmy, lover, ‘cause I wanna

go big.

Stephanie Vibbert Award Winner
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Rufus Karanja

Unapologetically African

I am unapologetically African,

Yes, this place is such a great and beautiful place to be at,

Yes, the food at the cafeteria is a buffet,

I get to choose whether to eat pizza, macaroni, chicken; Luxuries that I only get once or

twice a semester back at home.

Yes, my room has a wireless internet connection, a book rack, chest of drawers, a room

phone and a private bathroom, but I choose to remember where I am from. It is easy for

one to come here and forget the most important thing: I am Kenyan. I am here for a

while, I pray you my heart, fail me not.

That I should indulge in the thoughts of thinking nimefika; (that I have it all) I pray you

my hands that laziness should not find a safe haven in you; I am here for a while.

Great was the day I carried our Kenyan flag during convocation ceremony; proud I felt,

yet scared at the same time;

Many eyes looked up me; as if I carried the whole nation of Kenya;

I pray you oh Lord; establish me in your favor.

Having to be in a new place bequeaths one with great expectations and fear; but I

pledge to till my books; for my future and for those that love me, inspire me and look up

to me.

Many things are different here; from the weather, the food, the people; how I miss CMB

(Chapati Mbili Beans) at the Mamlaka B mess (local menu in our campus cafe); here I

have all sorts of variety.

If I want milk I must choose from a list: skimmed milk, 2% milk; If I want sugar, I must

choose if I want beetroot sugar, sugarless sugar (sic) or something else.

Oh how at times I miss the simplicity of our life; I am unapologetically African.

But again I shan't complain; for many are they who would trade my place in a split

second.

I appreciate it's a great privilege and favor from above to be here, so I hastily adjust.

As I have been sent here as an ambassador of my people, to show the world that time

and chance happen to us all;

the race of life is not for the swift neither is it for the strong; it's for them who use their

God-given wit. 

In looking out for opportunities and taking up them.

A great friend once said to me: opportunities don't knock at our doors, they pass by our

doors. It's up to us to know when they are passing by and we grab them.

The future is you were the words my dad said to me as I left home; I am still figuring out

his wisdom,

but as in a glimpse of mirage I think the future is what I make it to be.

I may not have all the money in the world, neither fame, nor even win the lottery;

but I choose to make an impact for my time and generation.
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God has bequeathed me a great asset: time.

I am here for a while;

I am unapologetically African
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Papa always gave me the die with the elephant; they were all we had left. I still

remember the day he won the elephant figurine for me, at the carnival, and how mad he

became when the man would not “at least give a pair of dice to a little girl.” He kept

them in a tattered, gray shoe box that smelled like bootblack—like Papa—but most of

the time he smelled like fish or oil, sometimes alcohol. 

I watched him move about our room, his chafed knuckles poking through worn

gloves. He set down the lamp on the rickety table and it threw flickering shadows across

the plate of dried ham and bread that lay untouched in the center. He kindled the stove

and turned to me with a smile.

“Janey, baby, come here.”

I took four steps, from bed to stove. 

“Feel that?” He asked, hands to the fire. “Is that good?”

I nodded, seeing only a few coals glowing behind the iron face.

“You will be warm enough while I’m gone?”

I nodded again. Cold crept through the cracks in the doorframe.

He grinned down at me, brushed my cheek and then walked over to the shelves:

three planks of wood stacked on bases of burnt, red brick—all bearing his treasures and

old photos. Aged brass framed Mama, her face faded from his affectionate fingertips. He

thought I didn’t see him at night, touching her face before he went to bed, but I had and

he finally put her behind glass, to keep her. 

He removed the box from the highest shelf and carefully set it on the table. With

eyes shining he opened the lid, slowly, because he knew I wanted what was inside. I

shivered out of excitement, breathed in bitter winter air.

“You promise to be good?”

I nodded violently. “Yes.”

He sighed, closed the box. “I’m not convinced.”

“I’ll be good!” I squawked.

He grinned, first removed a colorful tin, setting it aside. He then took out an ivory

die with dulled corners and faded divots and the elephant, missing a tusk, with trunk

pointed upward—two treasures from a day of cotton candy, soda and games. I could

hear fresh popcorn popping, falling into the glass cart; smell the funnel cake; feel the air

stream over my face while the ride took me in circles. I could hear Mama and Papa

laughing. Now he doesn’t laugh but only talks about “Hoover,” and how things should

get better soon, even though things are okay.

He shook the tin by his ear: only a few remained. Three candies tumbled out into

his palm, stuck together and coated in powdery, flavored sugar. His brow furrowed and

he gave the bottom of the tin a hard smack—two more rolled out accompanied by

colorful shards. 

“Watermelon or grape?” he asked, smiling, eyes alight with the soft lantern.

“Which do you want?” 

I thought for a moment and then reached for his hand. “Just this.” 

I took the two slivers, one yellow and one red. He looked at me funny, gentleness

in his eyes, and slowly put the others back, each one falling into the little tin with a

Keely houghton

Carnivals
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clunk. 

“One day,” he said, sliding the box back into place among his things, “one day, Janey.”

He sat down, pulling his giant boots from under the bed and deftly tied the laces all

the way up his shin. With a piece of bread and meat stuck in his mouth he briskly

wrapped himself in two scarves, buttoned his coat and put on his hat. I could feel the icy

floor through the holes in my socks.

“I’ll be back in the morning,” he said, and hugged me, kissing me on the head.

“Don’t leave the room. You’ll catch a cold.”

He opened the door and quiet night slithered in with icy air. Then he was gone and

I could only hear his boots crunching on the snow.  

I wrapped a blanket around me and sat down at the table, finally allowing my teeth

to chatter. The elephant, small, black and smooth, started trotting across the surface,

sometimes lifting its trunk to me. I rested my chin on the table, watching the animal

prance around, fighting to keep my eyes open. The lamp dimmed, the coals burnt out

and I thought Papa laid a hand on my shoulder even though I never heard his boots at

the door. I aimlessly tumbled the die with my finger and, knowing what would happen, I

eagerly tossed it across the table. I didn’t see the number, as the room instantly washed

away—and I was at a carnival. Hotdogs smoked and sizzled, vibrant balloon bouquets

hovered above clowns, bells and horns sounded every minute and whimsical carousel

music drenched the scene in color.

And I watched all of this as the Ferris wheel lifted me up and stopped at the top,

where I could look out and see all of Chicago. The water gleamed hard in the summer

sun and, against a blazing, red and orange swirling backdrop, an elephant, missing a

tusk, curled its trunk, spraying water onto its shimmering hide. Below me, the carnival

began to vanish, red tent by red tent, clown by clown, balloon by balloon—and I was

alone, suspended above the world, watching my elephant and clutching the sunshine 

to my chest.
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Catherine Herzog

The Wicked Witch

I just finished a book in which the protagonist narrowly avoids being sentenced to

death for witchcraft. They identified her as a witch by the mole on her inner thigh: they

called it a third nipple. It was the indelible proof of woman’s sin. 

A week before I turned 22, I had a mole removed from the center of my chest. It

was awkwardly round and formed the apex of a triangle whose base was my breasts. It

may have been precancerous. A plastic surgeon who my mother called Dorian Grey

behind his back (due to his unsettlingly perfect smile) sliced and sewed in silence. I

stared at the ceiling, breathing heavily through my nose. I felt I was being lifted up,

hooked through that singular spot. Afterwards, standing at the reception desk, I vomited

into a trash can. 

I still have a scar: a round, pink reminder in the middle of my chest. 
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Twenty-years of service 

makes a man invisible.

I used to find wadded up

paper with someone’s name 

surrounded by hearts.  These days 

I find used condoms in my

closet.  Holding hands used

to be the trend, now

it’s letting your tongue do

the talking.  All the while I

pick up their trash and hear their secrets:

It used to be that they knew my name,

even my kids’ names.  Now

they run into me like I’m a ghost.

mops, brown water, crap on 

the bathroom walls and kids smoking 

the reefer.  Twenty-years of service 

makes a man invisible.

Leigh Ann Ulrey

Custodial Service Man





Weave a circle round him thrice,

And close your eyes with holy dread,

For he on honeydew hath fed,

And drunk the milk of Paradise.

-From Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s Kubla Khan
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Jenneva Scholz

College As A Rube Goldberg Contraption

Just strike this match and a string of fireworks

will spit and sparkle down to a joint which sets off

the scent detector over here which releases a wad of kleenex

to roll down a tube, bumping a rockem’ sockem’

robot that punches a cash register

that burps out a six foot long receipt that 

brushes the beginning of a domino chain 

to rush down and tap a china figurine of a child

that tips over, hitting a lever that upends

a bucket of Easy-Mac which plops like innards onto a scrap

of sheet music that gets yanked from a clip that unhinges

a trapdoor from which a quiz pops up, starting an auto-Google

and the first accidental porn triggers a squirt gun

to smack over a paper plate, launching a ping-pong ball

into a party cup that falls into a maze and a bright light

begins to melt it, 

and the drips build up and build up and build up

and until a little wax hand on a string slowly lowers

under the layers, and touches a button that lights

another match.
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Natasha Sharma

A Childhood Story

Holding hands,  Gretel with red ribbons dangling from swollen pigtails and Hansel

with red and green pinched suspenders pulling his shorts through his ass to infinity and

beyond, they stumble over boulders and dust and desert under a fucktastic blue sky

Christopher Columbus himself would’ve speared his scurvied cock through sixteen

Indian virgins for that golden platter of a sun that hung over their heads but the

Tyrannosaurus Rex doesn’t care as he chases Hansel and Gretel with his teeny red laser

eyes blasting apart desert lizards’ guts behind them like the lumbering plastic monsters

on Sunday morning Power Rangers  while his stumpy arms jerk like frogs legs but man

can he run like a motherfucka, his claws just snagging the frilly holes of Gretel’s lacy

petticoat. Just then and only just then the cowboy horses gallop around the van like a

herd in the Wild Wild West but Hansel and Gretel can’t see them even if they shred their

necks to pieces on that fucking seatbelt and Hansel bitches that the horses are really real

but no one cares not even when his marching teeth tromp out of his square mouth and

stamp his red face. So Gretel sighs and closes her eyes humming monophonic till the

carbon and oxygen and nitrogen and hydrogen bonds in their little bodies squirm away

into electromagnetic sparks that zigzag across the six lanes of freeway and down into the

ditch on the side of the road where Hansel and Gretel, with their hands still smooshed

together like goddamn sixth grade lovers who wanna fuck but don’t know it just yet,

dash alongside the speeding cars; you can spy them through semi trucks’ hitches as they

dodge “Abortion Hurts” billboards and hop over logs like frothing thoroughbreds in an

equestrian showcase, their cheeky laughs gurgling. But here comes the giant scissors

trimming the reeds the trees the scrubish brambles the Jesus Crosses that litter the side of

the highway adopted by the Church of God Ladies. So Hansel and Gretel peel back the

rainbow bubble puddles of gas in the rain steamed Meijers parking lot, and jump down

the manhole into a square room with a sloping pile of banana peels in the corner

leading up to the chunky 1998 tv hanging from an S-hook in the ceiling where Mommy

monitors their puny pathetic fucking bastard children efforts to clamber up the peels and

when those little monsters slip and cry, clawing hands gooey but still hooked she just

watches. 
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Genevieve Leet

Creature Of The Face

Family is an elastic word. 

With a tendency to snap before returning to circle

That leaves furrows on my wrists in the morning.

My mother is a creature of the face. She carries the weight of her worries in the square

corner of her jaw. The blade of her temper in the pencil line of her upper lip. 

My father is a creature of the hands. His grip squeezes when fear twists at tendons. He

raises his anger with open palms. 

I remember how when their acid currents seeped through carpet, the house festered,

sweating beads of curses. 

My bones are stained with the echo of their fighting. They got lost in each other the way

lovers do and enemies do. I remember the way mom’s shrieks lacerated her lungs, tore

the skin from the shoulders of her tongue and the elbows of her gums. I remember the

revulsion when his freckled arm shied from her touch. 

Their arguments were circling hyenas, aiming teeth for the balloon of the belly. 

They were both wrong, both right, both helpless

But they were not human

Those lips split from the grimacing pull of cheeks,

Those contorted joints, fanspread.

The more dangerous memories are older. At the beach she used to lay her head on his

knees. Her hair the color of Lipton tea sugared with sand. His fingertips glowed the

warm red of coke cans. I don’t want to know that the pressure of his fingers circling the

tenderness of her temples made her eyelids smile. What hurts me is not the animals that

lived, but the human beings that died. 

Families are like worms. If you cut them right, both pieces survive. 

but there is nothing clean in this tearing. The shudder of heavy door smashed closed and

open. The ripping of snarled hair. This family was tangled and knotted and swollen

so mom, you had to gnaw these threads apart so dad, you picked strings with nailless

fingers. It is all necessary, but the progress is slow.

And after nine years of tearing, I am a learned creature. From the snakes of my intestines

to the piranhas in my veins. It was inevitable that the backs of my hands and ears were

branded. I’ve swallowed this fray and purged it and swallowed this fray and purged it

and swallowed it again. We are never clean or whole, not one of us. 
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I am your daughter. The child of beaches and wild animals, and houses filled with boxes.

Waves carve sand from dunes and grit chaffs the stomach of the sea. And no matter how

hard I force the infection away. It returns in the stubborn curl of my fists, the furrows

between knuckles, in the elastic snap of my tongue. 
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Madoka McAllister

The Great Pine Forest

Digital Photograph
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Natalia Holtzman

Evening Becomes A Sewing Machine

halfway through my birthday dinner

the evening becomes a sewing machine.

now what could have been a hootenanny

reverts to knitting circle pride: everybody

pulling at lost threads holding cloth

between their teeth rubbing crumbs

into the folded broken empty yellow seams.

and me standing there with my starfish hands,

sam with his day-lily pearls, and the

needles were shaking, were shaking,

and nothing here to sew, but johnny

wants a rag-doll, wants a belly full of water.

and who even bothers to sleep anymore,

and who goes to work, and who calls

their mother at four in the morning,

mother, mommy, the cotton is burning,

my clothes are on fire.
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Marianna Johnson

Friend, You Are Just A Stranger

Charlie was born with his body wide open, eyes closed

and intestines, like ribbon, twisting right behind. I held him

while Mom piled his innards back in and stitched him right up

with sewing thread, his body writhing the whole time. Mom went

to get more towels, her crippled hips rocking down the hall

while I sat there for an incredible while, holding this kitten up

like a sacrifice. The extra thread stuck to his stomach.

My fingers were cupped to hold the blood and placenta.

In a couple years, his blood again mixed with mine

when I neutered him on our kitchen table. With a scalpel

I cut him open, while she kept his pulse. She showed me how

to pull his balls out like chestnuts and tie the tubes,

and put him back together with real sutures. I wanted

to bury his testicles under the crabapple tree.

When he was older and broken, I made my mom

let me put him down. A syringe

full of Ketamine, and a slowing heartbeat.

Right before he died, I stayed up all night

listening to the pneumonia spread through his lungs.

I held him, and listened to him hum.

Divine Crow Award Winner
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Max Wedding

Those Last Days

Her father loved jazz, but that was a long time ago. I could hear it playing

whenever I went over to their house. I would park my bike beneath the tree-shaded

mailbox and sneak up the leaf-painted driveway, standing at the ruby red garage door

with my ear pressed so close that I could feel the cold metal on my face without ever

touching it. There, I would listen to the rat-a-tat-tat of his old typewriter that I’d only seen

once. Her father would churn out pages and pages on the machine, constructing a

sporadic percussion of poetry that he often threw away but occasionally let us read. In

the background, trumpets would trill as pianists rained notes down like black and white

pennies bouncing around the garage. The jazz would swim in my blood, running along

the miles and miles of vessels and veins with an evangelistic fervor. I was afraid of

standing there for too long, afraid that I might not leave. I timed my knocking on her

front door with the beat of the jazz still whispering in my ear.

She always told me how glad she was to see me with a voice of chimes, leading me

in with my hand in hers. Her face, framed by sharp black waves of hair, curved like an

ancient clock. Her mother was the same, their timeless features sharing a smile inherited

from the songs they used to sing together. We would pause next to her couch while she

slipped her shoes on and I would greet her smiling mother fleetingly before we slammed

the back door behind us, sprinting into the forest. We spent countless afternoons

there, romping in the leaves or throwing snowballs or basking in the fractured sun in our

underwear. She and I had hidden books in the nooks of trees scattered around the forest,

tattered old versions of To Kill a Mockingbird and Shakespeare’s sonnets. We worried

whenever it rained, but we always found them the next day in the same conditions that

we’d left them. We read the poetry in non-English accents and giggled when they

transformed into something new and ridiculous. Those are probably still there today, but

I’m too scared to look.

One day the jazz wasn’t playing. It was raining, just a little; I remember this

because I stood underneath the small overhang of the roof and watched the pavement of

her driveway darken with each raindrop. Then I heard the absence of music. It stared at

me in the face, so close that I could feel its breath on my neck. It was immense, and it

was cold. I became so unnerved and upset that I left without ever knocking. 

She wasn’t at school the next day, so I went to her house that afternoon and I heard

the music and the rat-a-tat-tat again. When I knocked and she opened the door, I smiled.

She was wearing a sky blue dress that had white dots sewn in it like day-stars. When she

pulled me inside, I could feel that her hands were shaking, but I didn’t ask why. Her

mother wasn’t there, so I helped her make dinner and we talked around it. She asked

what she’d missed today as she minced some garlic. “Not much,” I said, setting the stove

on High. “We just did some grammar worksheets. I’ve got copies for you.”

We didn’t go outside that day. It was cold and cloudy, and getting darker every day,

so we just ate pasta and watched a movie. I asked her if her dad might want some food,

she said he probably didn’t. 

“He doesn’t like to be interrupted when he’s writing.”

I knew that already, but I feared the silence.

“I don’t like this movie too much,” she said, turning the TV off. The brief flash of the
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Those Last Days

Continued

dying screen illuminated her face long enough for me to see that her eyes were

drowning. In the blackness that followed, she excused herself to the bathroom, and I

cleaned our plates in the kitchen sink. She still wasn’t out when I finished with the

dishes, so I called home and asked if I could stay the night. My mother, who I now

realize probably knew what had happened, told me it would be okay.

When she came out of the bathroom, I held her close and ran my fingers down her

hair. It was like a river, filled with trumpets and pianos that I could never hold still. I felt

her shudder as she sobbed.

Her mother passed away later that night. She didn’t want to go with her father when

he left for the hospital, so we lay in bed together and she fell asleep telling me stories

that I already knew. I didn’t say a word all night, and I don’t remember her father coming

back, although I don’t remember falling asleep either. I just remember her hair and the

way I could hear the jazz in my head every time I teased it. I spent the night teasing her

hair because I didn’t want the music to stop.

She told me the next morning that she was going to move away. I asked her where.

It was someplace far away. I wasn’t really listening. She said she would write me so I

would have her address. To this day, nothing’s come.

I knocked on her door the day she said she’d leave, but no one answered. I stood

there, remembering our childhood for fifteen thousand years, watching our innocence

blur into adolescence—a blur of color and laughter and warm, small silences—and then

left. I took my bicycle from beneath their mailbox and went home. When I opened the

door, my mother gave me a look that was frosted over, pity frozen in silence and time.  I

bit my lip and stumbled upstairs, and I remember that look every time I think of those

last days. In that brief second when it reached out to me, I saw in its hands all the

understanding and the love that I wished and did not wish to have.
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Ian Littell

Self Portrait

Compressed charcoal on paper
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Charis Hill

We’re All Going To Hell In A Handbasket

so there’s no use buying new clothes

because you probably won’t be able to bring

your suitcase with all the people trying 

to squeeze into a handbasket which can’t

be that big especially since you know

Aunt Frieda is going to be there and she’s

a whale, not that there’s any problem

with being a little overweight it’s just that

it would be considerate of her to lose a few

pounds so that Cousin Pattie could come along too

if she wanted and she could even bring some

of her famous seafood salad ‘cause food poisoning

seems like a perfect way to spend to trip

although I hope it doesn’t stop Uncle Ed’s

heart  in the middle of dinner like last time

since it seems like the whole family’s coming

and I can only imagine what Granny Neelson

would say if we had another death 

at a family reunion.
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Elayna Snyder

Victor Temin

Victor Temin was the kind of guy who always kept a can of anchovies in the

cupboard to the left of the kitchen sink. The can floated around behind numerous boxes

of Macaroni and Cheese. He bought it the night his wife threw him out. The night he

stopped by Doo-dads Party Store realizing he wasn’t hungry for his daily lukewarm hot

dog served plain on a stale bun. 

Instead, he wandered up and down the three short aisles that were stocked with

edible odds and ends. Chuck shouted at him from behind the counter, alerting him of

the sale on Molson Ice. Aimlessly, Mr. Temin dragged his stubby finger across the shelf

feeling the diamond-shaped holes in the cheap metal. He didn’t want an old hotdog, a

forty of Molson Ice, or any other usual. The night wasn’t usual; it felt naked and raw as

though he had forgotten to put on his belt buckle. He reached down fingering its brass

design of interlaced circles. Cylinders of aluminum cans raced across the shelves before

him. The flow of soup halted by aluminum walls, Bumblebee albacore tuna swam in

canned water, and anchovies nestled side by side under a peal off lid. Mr. Temin hated

anchovies, but bought them anyway thinking that his cupboards would never go bare

with twelve little fish stagnant in a corner. 

And he was right until the evening he opened the can. Gently pulling back its tab

watching the sharp edges appear through the thin sound of aluminum. The sharpness

livened him as it serrated his callused palm. He noticed the canned water turn red as the

fish swam against it. 

He reached for the anchovy resting horizontal to the others vertical race. Raising it

to his lips, a bead of water slid to the tile floor, spotting it red.



Erin Dreps

What Will Happen

“Surely you understand.” He knows they will say this. The delivery will be so spot-

on, it will almost be reassuring, like a script he’d only skimmed. He just will not yet have

read past this conversation. They will explain, “The concept of an Automated Teller

Machine depends on the device operating itself. Without human intervention.”

And again: “Surely you understand.” 

He will not understand. He will point out the contraption’s reliance on electricity,

which he will believe to be very clever. A hole in their logic! He will be flailing and the

parachute will not open and everyone will know. He anticipates this. 

“Edward,” they will say and he will suspend his freefall momentarily. They will be

exasperated, but patient, because they will owe him at least that much. “Customers are

beginning to understand a difference between our machines and those that are computer

operated. The market demands upgrades. We can not compete.” This much he will

already understand. What will continue to confuse him is what else to do.

Existing variations of the ATM have already eliminated the man-inside component.

Many accept deposits. Edward’s machine is not configured in this way because he

struggles when performing both addition and subtraction in the same continuous

sequence. He knows, also, that new models are sleeker and offer greater font variety in

the display. Customers tend to trust shiny things more, when it comes to money. The

ATM is an antique, and he himself a relic. 

Soon he will not be needed. All the jobs for which he is suited will be obsolete. 

He will protest, vaguely, noting his reliability and record of customer satisfaction.

He will reference his adaptability when they asked him to work with $10 bills, in

addition to $20s. He will surprise them by comparing himself to a wheel on his

grandson’s racing car. He will have stubbed his toe on it that morning and the throbbing

is what will make him think of it, the tire he will have broken. He knows it will be wise

to mention his grandson, because it will make them cringe and feel awful, and they will

also owe him at least that much.

He will reduce himself to a mere removable component of the unit, and all of them

at once will realize he had passed to them, like so many $20 bills, the last crumbling

fragments of his dignity. Pieces will fall out of his pack from the place where the

parachute should have been, and they will catch them in their hands, open, and not

know what to do. They will all feel wronged and violated.

He will go quiet, and no one will say anything else.

He will leave, thinking of how to market the hand-carved pipes he sometimes

made, each with dolphins and other aquatic life circling the bowl. Not all of them really

look that much like dolphins, which he believes will help expand the potential market.

He will consider moving to Guatemala.
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Jeanette Lee

Round Red Rock blood Stone Gem Rock

(And a Hard Place)

round red rock blood stone gem rock (and a hard place)

rock face stone cold split rock dead head of lettuce sit

around the campfire banked with rocks keeping ashes from blowin

in the wind my friend hears rock and roll, in breathing, in joints rollin

stones rollin joints rocks for jocks (with cocks cocked)

rocket ship and moon bedrock a bye baby 

rock solid abstinence pop rock step moon walk

around the clock (walkin in memphis) to rockabilly 

praise jesus rock of ages rock of my soul
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Joanne Heppert

Fish

Linoleum relief print
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Katie Prout

Bloodline

I’ve been thinking a lot about placentas lately. It’s been the joke between my friend

Meg and me that someday, we’re going to fry up our placentas with a little onion and

garlic and serve it up to our unsuspecting partners. After childbirth, I feel like meekly

cleaning their plate is the least that the offending party could do. A few nights ago, we

were sitting on the wooden floor of my bedroom, Googling placenta recipes, pushing

our gag reflex to the max. Placenta soup sounded okay in a New-Age drip kind of way,

but the thought of placenta lasagna drew sweat from our palms. The placenta Bloody

Mary was the recipe that made my scalp instinctively contract.  “After boiling placenta,

place one-fourth in blender.”

“Really,” said Meg thoughtfully, “the only way I think I could get my placenta down

is with vodka.” I was in absolute, fevered agreement. 

It struck us that neither of us knew what a placenta actually looked like. I was

imagining a raspberry jam jellyfish, sans tentacles and stinging skin, something that I

personally would never eat, but still, a nice rosy bag of birth that wasn’t horrifically

offensive to the eyes or mind. We tried to prepare ourselves. “Each placenta weighs

approximately one-sixth of the baby’s weight.” Okay, that’s fine. “Cut the meat away

from the membranes with a sharp knife.” I’m sorry. What did we just read? “Discard the

membranes.” Membranes? Plural? One is bad enough, but two? Of course, we had to see

this shit for ourselves. This is how we spent the rest of our evening, shrieking in

fascination at the lurid glow of ultimate, freakish womanhood drawing us in, image by

shocking image. 

A placenta, in fact, look like a cross between a small mantra ray and your own

freshly detached lung. One side is cool and gray, like a sea creature bloating on the

shore, while the other is as raw as the vagina it came out of. I know this to be true; on

page ten of the Google results we got to see birth itself, the rumored beautiful miracle of

life. Good fucking God. Up until this moment, I had considered myself to be a fairly

open and educated young woman when it comes to sex, sexuality, womanhood, etc. I’m

the oldest of six kids, and while I've never seen my siblings get born, as I’ve gotten older,

my mom hasn’t been what I would call light on the details. 

“You shit a lot, and they have to snip your crotch,” she told me on one morning

drive. We were going to visit my youngest brother in the hospital, relieve my dad from

his past few days and nights of bedside duty. She gave the steering wheel a sharp turn,

and our small red Jeep thing swung around a slick rain road. We were taking the back

way. “I never used any serious pain medication with the first four of you. It wasn’t until

Mike was born that I asked for an epidural, because I was getting older”—at this point

she was 27, and my brother Michael was her fourth kid—“but they did it too late. I was

numb immediately after I pushed him out, but I felt it all during his labor.”

Well, that would really blow, I thought. I know that my mom tried once more to

have a proper epidural when she gave birth to my sister Molly. This time, the needle tore
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Bloodline

Continued

her spinal tissue, leaking spinal fluid into her brain and giving her a terrible, grinding

headache along with gnawing contractions. Woozy, she remembers the doctors slipping

an oxygen mask upon her face, loudly cheerful that all she needed was to keep pushing

and take calm, big breaths. My mom found out afterwards that if the headache from the

fluid doesn’t go away by an hour’s time, the woman could very possibly die, unless her

skull is opened or a shunt is inserted or whatever else a doctor might decide to do when

desperately trying to siphon off offending liquid as it seeps into the brain. They wanted to

make sure she gave birth before she passed out. She did, and her headache finally

dulled, and then stopped, and suddenly, I had the sister I’d been waiting for.

But back to placentas. I have seen a placenta before, I’m remembering now. I was

young, hardly tall enough to see over the grey cement window ledge I grabbed at with

gummy fingers. Most of the windows in the cow barn at my great uncle's farm were

blocked as it was, either with great industrial fans whirring off flies from the skin of the

cows, or by dirty glasses draped by the layered webs of long dead spiders. In this part of

the barn, everything that touched me left a trace of grit, lines of wet dirt and straw

climbing up the underside of my arms, marking my face where I had wiped at my hair.

When she thinks of this farm that had been in her family since they first came to the

United States, my mom thinks of a cleaner, louder place than I do. The sounds I

remember most distinctly are of the milk humming in a giant tanker, and always, I

remember the sound of the fans.

But on this day, the sound I pick up is lower than that. We had been visiting for the

day at the farm, probably staying the nights at my grandma’s tiny apartment near the

railroad tracks in Richmond. As kids, we loved going to the farm, where everything

smelled good, even the cow barn. Back home, our yard was about the size of a napkin.

In the country, we could make as much mess as we wanted and no one cared. The place

was beginning to fall down, anyway. In the hay barn, the only light came from the open

door. We went jumping from one ambiguous mound to the next, reaching the rafters

quicker than we expected. The hay was damp and starting to decay. In the quiet of that

dark, it was easy to find your leg suddenly devoured up to your hip by its soft mouth. My

mom didn’t let us stay long in there, afraid that we’d get bitten by a raccoon or twist our

ankles. We clambered down and went to the cow barn, where I let a calf suck on my

hand. My great-uncle Jim was with us, and pointed us out through the window to

another calf in the field. It had just been born a few hours ago, which I resented, wishing

I had seen it happen myself. This brings me to the window, trying to peer over to the field

to see the baby for myself. My dad helped lift me so I could see better. “That’s the

afterbirth,” my great-uncle said. Something slippery and on strings was hanging below

the cow’s tail, looking how my red handkerchief looked when I tied it around a stick to

pretend I was running away, except that I never had carried in it an octopus. The thing

slid out and splashed on the ground, and while the calf got to work on learning to stand,
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the momma got to work on eating what she had just dropped. It was then that I

understood that this wasn’t a baby cow, what had come out, but something else entirely. 

There are two things that I want to bring up from this memory, two things that stand

up and wave at me when I look back over on what I’ve written. The first is that I didn’t

find the placenta, or eating it, remotely disgusting. Bizarre, yes; confusing, sure; but I

was much more in tune with the inner and out universe as a small girl than I am now,

and therefore had no trouble accepting that there is some weird shit happens in life that I

just would not get right away. This was perfectly fine with my girl self. The second snag is

that my great-uncle did not touch me. He was standing next to me, he pointed out the

cow, but he did not lift me up so I could see better. My dad did (or I might’ve just

jumped up and down a lot until I got the whole picture; memory can’t always be clear). I

wasn’t allowed to touch him; none of us were. My mom said that it wasn’t our fault. 

I remember the first time that he did hug me, which brought up the implementation

of these rules. We were all getting out of the car and I was even younger than when I

watched the placenta slip out. He hugged me, which was unexpected, and it was tight

hug, and he was really happy. I could see it on his face. My mom said, “Put her down,”

in this voice that meant she wanted to hit someone, and then I went to run around in the

corn fields. Later, we had A Talk About What Happened, and my mom said that her

uncle had a sickness that made him want to hurt kids in bad ways, even if he didn’t want

to do it. “He isn’t a bad person,” she said, looking at me and my brother Steve to make

sure we looked back. “He’s sick, and it makes him do bad things.” This talk also followed

the incident when my grandma took us to the farm without my mom knowing. We had

been at my aunt Lucy’s house, and she was the one who tripped the alarm between her

and her sister. That begot the initiation of the second rule: Don’t Let Grandma Take You

to the Farm Because She Likes to Pretend Everything is Just Fine (And It’s Not).

The thing about placenta is that it is just this tricky bag of stuff that follows birth, a

bloody, shit-filled, terrifying beginning, that you still have to sort through and feed on to

get stronger, to make you strong enough to care for someone else, to give someone else

your life and your breasts and your sleep. It’s so strange to me, that this thing that has

been nourishing this other thing growing inside of you can nourish you too. It’s like the

process isn’t over; everything your body has stored up and metabolized and transformed

and created has to go back in all over again, giving you the vitality for the next step, and

the next. Lick the calf clean, make sure it can walk, and then feed yourself some of what

you’ve already been through, some of what you already know. This knowledge,

apparently, is in the blood of mammals, because this cow didn’t need to be mooed at to

get a bite. Or perhaps she learned it from another cow, who learned it from another, all

the way back from the first cow momma to think, “Hey, this shit, if it’s good enough for

my baby, then it’s good enough for me.” Maybe the secrets are in the umbilical cord

itself, which tether between us and our mothers that I still can’t shake, no matter how far
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Continued

I move or how much I bite. We pass on our nutrients, here you go, have some of that,

these taste alright, but watch out for the bones in that one, this here you might be

allergic to. Chew slowly. I made this for you. 

My grandma tried to do it right, but my mom says she couldn’t. In my especially

angry moments, I think it’s that she wouldn’t. It’s not very fun to think terrible thoughts

about your grandma. My mother had to feed herself, learn on her own what is

poisonous, what hurts the stomach and the heart as they grow. But, like tin cans instead

of telephones, I imagine my mother and her sisters shot out their own cords to each

other to share precious nutrients, knowledge, warnings. As weirdo a metaphor this

seems, it makes me happy to imagine that my mom did have some sort of lifeline, and so

I continue to picture it, these blood-filled lines pulsing back and forth with enough

strength to make it. 



Claire Eder

to thomas

come near the fire, thomas,

when you hear it,

a sound you can feel

in your teeth

like the wind under the door.

you want to let go

in the warm current, fire

coming down and breathing,

lapping tongues, but the cold

seeps in and rubs the length

of you, and only you. 

and you ask, can anyone else hear it?

but they reply

the door is locked, thomas. 

we are alone for the second time.

who will break

the bread?
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